1) **Internship** - Düsseldorf, Germany

The GROHE in-house design team, awarded 'the red dot design team of the year 2011/2012', is looking for creative and motivated interns to take part in its creative educational program.

The creative educational program integrates students into the complete design process of a project. Working with an international team of 15 senior and junior designers, creative directors and project managers, successful applicants will gain practical experience in a multi-cultural environment with a multiple award-winning team.

**Who can apply?**

Students with an intermediate industrial, product or communication design diploma and providing some of the following qualities and skills:

- English language
- flexibility, creativity
- team player

**For industrial/product design students:**

- good technical knowledge in Alias Design/Surface Studio, Rhino, KeyShot, Adobe CC

**For communication design students:**

- basic knowledge in visual design/interface design, initial experience with User Experience UX, Wireframing, Prototyping, User Centered Design and Agile methods
- Adobe CC, Sketch, Invision - required
- Principle, Flinto

**Important:**

The internship has to be an obligatory part of your studies.

GROHE is the world's leading provider of sanitary fittings and a global brand, dedicated to providing innovative water products. For many decades, GROHE has been committed to the brand values of technology, quality, design and sustainability that all illustrate GROHE's commitment to creating exceptional experiences and to delivering 'Pure Freude an Wasser'.

With its engineering, innovation and design activities firmly anchored in Germany, GROHE products bear the badge of quality 'Made in Germany, ultimately strengthening the customers confidence in the brand.
In 2014, GROHE became part of the LIXIL Group Corporation, a publicly listed company on the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

**Location:** Düsseldorf, Germany - GROHE Headquarters  
**Duration:** starting September, 2017 for preferably six months - time is flexible

This is a paid position.

[www.grohe.com](http://www.grohe.com)

**Application deadline: 23 August 2017**

---

### How to apply

Please send an email, max. 5 MB, with your CV along with a portfolio of your work - including sketches, in English language as a pdf-file to:

Grohe AG, Human Resources  
Sina Kröner  
Feldmühleplatz 15  
40545 Düsseldorf  
E-Mail: [HR-HeadOffice@grohe.com](mailto:HR-HeadOffice@grohe.com)

---

2) **Graphic design/photography internship** - London, United Kingdom

Vitrocsa UK is looking for an energetic creative designer intern willing to develop their ideas and knowledge while working on real time projects in a growing company that offers a great team oriented working environment.

**Key responsibilities:**

- design and produce a wide range of print and digital material including but not limited to creating promotional branding and marketing material, reports, business cards, newsletters, simple GIF and animations, handouts, email signatures, brochures  
- generate ideas after receiving a brief  
- present ideas and opinions to the team  
- support the team with creative material  
- photography  
- website design  
- PDF design  
- article writing  
- maintain blogs and social media including news of our latest projects  
- planning documents layouts
• company branding and Identity
• getting in contact with worldwide partners to gather new project photos and media
• merchandise
• graphic design

The ideal candidate shall possess the following skills and experience:

• intermediate knowledge and skills in the latest Adobe Creative Suite, particularly: Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign
• a strong understanding of composition, page layout, colour theory and typography
• ability to understand the company’s brand with ability to produce work respectful of the brand guidelines
• creativity, flair and an eye for detail
• passionate about design
• excellent communication skills
• ability to work in a project team collaborative atmosphere
• strong time management and balancing more than one project at a time
• able to work under pressure to meet tight deadlines in a fast-paced environment and stay motivated
• excellent written and spoken English is essential
• eager to learn from others and independently

Knowledge/interest in the following is desirable

• 3D Rendering
• UI/UX Design
• illustrations
• photography
• HTML/CSS, bonus but not necessary
• marketing

This is a full-time position with a salary depending on experience.

The position is for students looking for work experience and a chance to create their own ideas and designs in real live projects. This is a paid internship is for 6-12 months.

Visit www.vitrocsauk.com to view the type of work that we do and the kind of company that we are. Interested candidates should send examples of your work, a resume, and a cover letter to tell us how you will make a difference to our company.

This internship is open to London-based applicants only.
How to apply

Please send all documents via email to sophia@vitrocsa.co.uk

---

3) Editorial internship - London, United Kingdom

Dezeen is the world’s most influential online design and architecture magazine with two million readers a month. We’re looking for a bright, friendly, helpful person to undertake an internship with our team of journalists.

You will be assisting the editorial team with daily activities.

Duties will include:

- preparing images for publication
- assembling posts for the website
- sourcing and researching stories
- transcribing interviews
- posting to social networks
- maintaining archives and databases
- administrative duties as they arise

Successful applicants will demonstrate excellent written and spoken English, strong research skills, a high level of computer literacy and good knowledge of the design industry.

The role would suit a student or recent graduate with an interest in pursuing a career in architecture and design publishing.

Applicants must be available to start in the next few weeks. You must also be available to work full-time for three months at our office in east London. This is a paid position.

www.dezeen.com

Application deadline: 14 August 2017

How to apply

To apply please send your CV and cover letter to: olivia@dezeen.com with 'Editorial internship – summer 2017' in the subject line.
UNStudio is an internationally operating architectural firm with projects in the Netherlands, Europe, Asia, USA and the Middle East. Our portfolio has a wide variety of projects of various scales. We strive to make a significant contribution to the discipline of architecture, to continue to develop our qualities with respect to design, technology, knowledge and management and to be a specialist in public network projects.

The atmosphere in our office is informal, international, multidisciplinary, highly ambitious and very dynamic, but also friendly with a focus on personal development and career planning where possible. The average age of our employees is 34 years and our employee base is made up of about 28 different nationalities. Almost all employees have an academic background.

The Communications department is offering an internship in business development.

Are you interested in the business-side of architecture? Do you want to explore how architectural commissions are changing today? We are looking for an intern that is interested to get acquainted with the tasks done for business development in an international architecture practice. During the internship the intern will support the daily operations and he/she has the opportunity to develop further within a creative, dynamic organisation.

**Tasks:**

- support with all kinds of incoming questions to business development department
- support with a focused search for new architectural and urban projects
- support with maintaining and expanding our network of advisors
- providing support in preparing tenders and bids
- award submissions
- explore potential new client types and markets
- market analyses and benchmarking
- explore and support set-up of a data registration system for project post-occupancy
- maintaining contact maintenance system

**Requirements:**

- enrolled in a bachelor/master programme - business administration, real estate, architecture
- good knowledge of English, spoken and written
- flexible and service-oriented attitude
- affinity with architecture/design
- knowledge of MS Office, PowerPoint and Adobe package
- practical and hands-on mentality
What we offer

A challenging internship in an independent young and international working environment. The internship offers an opportunity to make a significant contribution to the success of the department.

It will be for a minimum period of six months, 40 hours a week. Starting date will be preferably as soon as possible.

Internship fee is EUR 783 for EU students and EUR 1011 for Non-EU students.

Our website provides additional information about our organisation and projects.

www.unstudio.com

Application deadline: 10 August 2017

How to apply

Are you interested in the offer and do you recognise yourself in the profile, please send a short motivation letter, your CV to hr@unstudio.com.

We want to emphasise that we don't take your application into account if you are not enrolled as a student.

5) Design intern - New Malden, Surrey, United Kingdom

A graduate is to be given the opportunity to work alongside our lead project manager and the director to:

- collaborate and illustrate the proposed schemes/items of furniture
- support the design department in producing or updating manufacturing drawings and 3D CAD models in Solidworks
- research materials, fixings, and fitting when needed
- help create and work too specifications
- help to prepare work for, and presentations to, clients
- to help survey new client sites
- carry out other ad-hoc assignments as required

Andrew Morton Furniture is a thriving bespoke furniture designer and manufacturer based two miles from Wimbledon. Andrew Morton Furniture has a long history of producing high-end bespoke furniture for businesses, interior designers, and end user clients. The furniture is drawn and developed by in-house designer project managers. All aspects of the manufacturing process is done in our 4000sq ft workshop in New Malden.
The candidate should have no less than a degree in any design discipline. We need someone with a can-do attitude, fast learner, and going out of their way to get things done. Knowledge of Solidworks is essential and Sketchup preferable. The candidate should also have good listening, comprehension, and note-taking skills for when meeting clients, and for production and organisational meetings with the rest of the team.

Remuneration will be negotiated and will vary depending on the applicant's abilities.

Duration will be for three months.

www.andrewmortonfurniture.co.uk

How to apply

Please email jimie@andrewmortonfurniture.co.uk

6) Design intern - London, United Kingdom

We are seeking an enthusiastic and motivated design intern to join our boutique interior design company in Kensal Rise, the role will be for a minimum of three days a week starting asap for three months.

This is an exciting opportunity to join a fast-paced start-up with big growth forecast over the next few years, the role would suit a third year student or recent graduate.

Responsibilities will include:

- creating fabric and mood boards
- helping to gather samples for various projects
- collecting and putting together images that represent our company to create a look book – brand style
- producing our company portfolio for suppliers and potential clients
- general assistance for the designers in the team
- helping to build our website
- must be proficient in Photoshop, In Design and Illustrator – some notion of Vectorworks preferable but not essential

Tala Fustok is a young company working on both commercial and high-end residential projects. We are currently working on opening a hotel in London in the next few weeks, a members club in West London in September and working on residential projects in Paris, Cannes, New York and Lebanon. We are currently a team of six persons coming for various well known high end and commercial practice in London.

Application deadline: 4 August 2017
How to apply

Please send your CV to flavia@talafustok.com